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The Reliance Adjustment 

A land management proposal with a focus on the area in and around Reliance, NWT, in 
the context of the proposed Thaidene Nene National (“Park Reserve”) & Territorial Park 
(“NWT Protected Areas Strategy”) designations for the greater surrounding area. 

This proposal was developed by members of the East Arm Property Owners Association 
(“EAPOA”). It is now supported by numerous other stakeholder groups, associations and 
chambers. 

The notion of creating a National Park in the East Arm of Great Slave Lake has been under discussion for 

45 years.  Recently, on July 14, 2015, GNWT convened a stakeholder meeting, and on July 29th Parks 

Canada announced its proposed boundary for the Thaidene Nene National Park Reserve (“Park 

Reserve”) and initiated consultation on the boundary. Unfortunately, this most recent boundary 

proposed for the National Park Reserve now includes personal and commercial land and property 

interests of members of the Association.   

The Association requests that Reliance and its surrounding area, as described in Schedule E to this 

document and referred to as the Reliance Administrative Area be excluded from the proposed National 

Park Reserve and that it be maintained as commissioners land that will be administered by the 

Government of the Northwest Territories as territorial crown /Commissioners lands. Further, the 

Association requests that the Reliance Administrative Area be administered and managed in a neutral 

manner that recognizes & respects the prior occupation and use of the area in a variety of aspects by all 

interest-holders & stake-holders.  

To effect this status the Association is seeking a small adjustment to the proposed Park Reserve 

boundary (the “Reliance Adjustment”) that would exclude the Reliance Administrative Area from being 

included in any national or territorial park or park reserve.  

The description of the Reliance Adjustment and the rationale for making it are set out below.   

1. What is the significance of Reliance and its surrounding area? 

Although generally in the same region and adjacent to each other, the area referred to as ‘Reliance’ is 

NOT in the immediate vicinity of the areas of historical importance held sacred to the First Nations.  

Roughly 20 kilometres separate the special & spiritual place for the Dene & Metis known as “Old” Fort 

Reliance, from Reliance.  This is an important distinction for the people involved: the two places have 

very different histories and have importance to two distinct populations that have co-existed for 

approximately 100 years.  Because of the remoteness of the area, historical documents often refer to 

the activities and facilities at Reliance, as taking place at Ft. Reliance.  This occurred in official 

documentation (see http://www.oag-bvg.gc.ca/internet/English/pet_199_e_28935.html) as well as 

those that were ‘less official’. Note the photographs in Appendix A that were taken of facilities at 

Reliance that are labelled ‘Ft. Reliance’. 

http://www.oag-bvg.gc.ca/internet/English/pet_199_e_28935.html
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Ft. Reliance includes the mouth of the Lockhart River, the First Nations gathering site and the traditional 

Dene route to the barren ground. There are many Dene elders buried in the area and remains of an old 

Dene village as well as officially recognized sites of importance such as the Fort Reliance National 

Historic Site of Canada (remains of George Back’s Chimneys) or the spiritual site of Our Lady of the Falls 

on the Lockhart River. Ft. Reliance is a special and spiritual place for the LKDFN Dene and should be 

protected according to their wishes.   

Reliance on the other hand has historically been the place of private, commercial, government activities 

in the area and has several permanent structures which are used to this day.  For over one hundred 

years it has served as the key logistical staging ground for travel to the barren grounds and any 

government activity in the region. The settlement of Reliance hosts a sheltered deep-water port unique 

to the area for barge transportation allowing staging of supplies that has been in use as far back as when 

the Hudson's Bay Company barged goods from Ft. Resolution to Reliance even prior to the 

establishment of a trading post in Reliance by the Dominion Explorers Company in 1910. Reliance is still 

in use as a staging ground for goods transported by aircraft and barge that are used for activity in the 

east arm of Great Slave Lake that include local use, tourism, forest fire monitoring, wildlife counts, land 

inspections, search & rescue, meteorological activity and many other administrative purposes.  

Reliance is a registered unmonitored aerodrome – designation YFL (under the name Fort Reliance as 

well as Reliance on the aeronautical map in Schedule B). Reliance offers shelter for parking aircraft that 

is unparalleled elsewhere in the region, as well as options for taking-off & landing in several directions 

that are sheltered from the huge swells on McLeod Bay. There is also a vital refuelling area facilitated by 

the deep-water barge landing access that makes Reliance an inter-modal hub as the point of access to 

the eastern reaches of the Territories for aircraft.  

Reliance has been considered a settlement that has been excluded from park boundaries in the past 

(see Schedule C – a 1979 letter from NWT Member of Parliament, Dave Nickerson, to the then Minister 

of Parks Canada requesting exclusion of Reliance from the park reserve boundary that was under 

consideration at that time, and the subsequent Parks Canada documents circa 1985 in Schedule D - 

showing Reliance and surrounding area as having been excluded from the proposed park).  It was and 

continues to be a fuel cache that to this day, has been a self-policing invaluable resource to Dene, Metis 

and non-Dene alike for trapping, hunting, exploration and for all forms of transport in the region. 

Important historical dates include: 

 ~1910 – Dominion Explorers Company built a trading post and expediting point in what is 

referred to locally as Police Bay. 

 1927 - the RCMP established a detachment, and lent their name to the bay, across from the fuel 

cache. The detachment was established mainly to police, protect and monitor the newly created 

Thelon Game Sanctuary. The detachment was closed in 1960 as aircraft patrol utilizing the fuel 

cache, became more efficient. 
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 ~ 1935 - Gus D'Aoust built and operated a trading post on the west side of Police Bay across 

from the RCMP detachment. He operated this until approximately 1972. 

 1944 - the Royal Canadian Core of Signals built a station for communications on property 

adjacent to the RCMP detachment. Over the years this evolved into a MOT weather station 

which operated until 1990. The site is currently a Government of Canada property which is 

undergoing an environmental clean-up. The site still contains an AES automated weather station 

in use today. 

 1964 - the Finlayson family acquired the closed RCMP detachment and turned the site into a 

fishing lodge which opened in 1965. The Finlayson family is still operating Trophy Lodge on this 

site under a lease. 

 1964 – Logs from the old Dominion Explorers trading post were salvaged and repurposed to 

build new structures in Reliance which still stand to this day. Of these, one cabin was built by 

Red Noyes (a Metis trapper whom Noyes Lake was named) and several of the Meteorologists 

from the nearby MOT Weather Station that is currently owned and maintained by Ray Decorby.   

 1974 - title was issued to a property at the end of Police Bay which is currently owned by Roger 

Catling who, along with his family, lives on the property and uses it as his base for hunting and 

trapping. 

 1980 - a lease was granted to a property on Charlton Bay in the Reliance area that was outside 

of the former proposed boundary. It was acquired by Spencer Decorby who uses the site year 

round as a personal and hunting and fishing camp (lease designation). 

 2016 – the Arctic Institute of North America, which was created by an act of parliament in 1945, 

sends a formal expression of interest to the Government of the NWT for the establishment of a 

new scientific research station at the site of the abandoned MOT base Reliance. Similar to their 

station at Kluane Lake in the Yukon, the base would have to be outside the park boundaries. See 

schedule G herein.   

2. What are the changes being sought by the Reliance Adjustment? 

With the Reliance Adjustment, a neutral area is proposed that would allow Reliance to continue to serve 

NWT as a strategic logistical access point from which a wide variety of activities will be able to continue. 

This can be accomplished by excluding the area outlined in Schedule E from the National Park Reserve. 

In doing so, many site-specific interests would be addressed and a variety of valuable activities would be 

able to continue. The boundary for ‘Reliance Administrative Area’ would start on the east side of 

Charlton Bay extending from a point just north of Glacier Creek, extending in a south-westerly direction 

for approximately 18 kilometers just past the southern end of Meridian Lake then north for 

approximately 13 kilometers to the Territorial / Federal Consultation Boundary line, north-easterly along 

that Boundary line then south-easterly above Fairchild Point to the northeast corner just above Glacier 
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Creek (see maps in schedule E).  The Reliance Administrative Area includes numerous aircraft and 

marine landing sites, a fuel cache used by ENR as well as commercial and private interests, a fishing 

lodge, a homestead (titled), a weather station, a private hunting and fishing camp, and cabins. Due to its 

location at the Eastern extremity of Great Slave Lake, Reliance is a vital staging area for accessing lands 

to the north and east, as far away as Nunavut, making it a valuable Public resource. Allowing Reliance to 

retain these functions with this minor boundary Adjustment of approximately 130 km2 would bring 

continued benefit to government, industry and individuals alike (See Schedule J). 

3. Rationale & Precedence’s for the changes being sought by the Reliance Adjustment 

The Reliance Adjustment would be a minor change to the edge of the boundary of the proposed 

National Park Reserve that would be of long-term benefit to all stakeholders, and would preserve its 

function as an Inter-modal Hub which is a Valuable Public Resource serving as a Neutral Staging Area. 

It represents 0.03% of the overall land withdrawal, and 0.9% of the proposed National Park component. 

Consideration of the Reliance Adjustment from a perspective of “Return on Investment” clearly shows 

how retaining a relatively small area out of the National Park has a huge return for NWT people, 

businesses, industries & governments alike. In keeping Reliance out of the National Park it can retain the 

functions that for over 100 years, have made it a valuable public resource for the people, businesses & 

industries of the NWT, and that by keeping it in the hands, and control of Northerners, it will be able to 

continue in this service for future generations. Historically it was excluded from prior boundaries 

proposed for the park, at the request of residents and government representatives for the very same 

rationale. (See Schedules C & D) 

The Reliance Adjustment would be in keeping with similar precedents for park development in the NWT 

& Nunavut. #1- In the current consultation boundaries proposed for TDN several areas were excluded 

(outlined in red on the first map in schedule E), most of which were for mineral interests; however the 

exclusion area around Lutsel k’e was made for the same rationale as being postulated for the Reliance 

Adjustment – unfettered access and operation of the settlement for the benefit of the Public. #2- Wager 

Bay in Nunavut was excluded so barges can continue to access the head of the bay where aircraft can 

stage from there – identical to Reliance’s function as a staging area for barges and aircraft. #3- The 

exclusion area within Nahanni National Park provided further precedence that maintaining logistical 

access to resources can be integrated successfully in the establishment process for National Parks. #4- 

Most recently, during the establishment process for Nááts'ihch'oh National Park Reserve in the NWT, 

before any of the three proposed boundary options were established, the NWT Government identified 

the continued & historical importance of O’Grady Lake as a valuable public resource for staging, landing 

aircraft, and accessing the general area. Subsequently O’Grady Lake was not included in any of the 

boundary options for the park so that it could continue in its functions serving the public going 

forward. Reliance should be excluded from the proposed Park as a neutral area for the same rationale 

clearly established under relevant precedence. #5- The rationale that excluded Reliance from the 

proposed Park boundaries in the past has not diminished with the passing of time, and should be in 

and of itself adequate precedence for continuing to exclude Reliance from the proposed National Park 

going forward.  

https://www.google.ca/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjF_KGK_N7TAhWDLmMKHUp4B48QFggjMAA&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.pc.gc.ca%2Fen%2Fpn-np%2Fnt%2Fnaatsihchoh&usg=AFQjCNGZC3s3FqeFSUz58yyYW9YjguoxJA&sig2=BJNgSGnnhDP5WCIuxyH4vw
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The Reliance Adjustment would respect all of the special interests that have been identified by 

governments and the Dene as being in need of protection.  These interests were identified through 

consultations, including with the Lutsel K’e Dene during land claim negotiations since the 1980s and via 

a number of studies including: the federal Mineral and Energy Resource Assessment (MERA) conducted 

for the 2007 land withdrawal, the 2009 Parks Canada Assessment of Landscape Values (ecological goods 

and services) and the 2015 GNWT matrix of protected area designations.  Reliance does not contain any 

of the ecological, cultural, wildlife, mineral, or energy interests identified as being of importance and in 

need of protection. See schedule F.  

What does need protection is the rights and interests of members of the Association.  On the one hand, 

GNWT states in its presentation Thaidene Nene Consultations on Territorial Conservation Area of Interest 

at the Stakeholder Meeting on July 14, 2015, “GNWT has interests in ensuring that: Third party interests 

and legal rights should be recognized and respected…” (slide 19).  Yet on slide 20 that presentation 

states that existing leases “within proposed territorial park would likely be excised from park”.  As stated 

above, the Association is seeking to have Reliance designated as commissioners land that is not 

restricted by National Park Regulations. It should simply be a Neutral Area where existing interests and 

functions are recognized & respected, and where only the laws of general application apply.   

Retaining open & unfettered access to Reliance and its surrounding area would be in keeping with the 

fact that it is where people live, make a living, and recreate. The Reliance Adjustment would also serve 

to protect the rights of members of the Association.  It would preserve access to the Reliance 

Administrative Area for all parties and for key activities such as use of the fuel cache and aerodrome, a 

marine transportation port, staging for transportation of goods and people, tourism, and government 

activities (wildlife monitoring, land inspections, forest fire fighting, water management support, search 

and rescue, environmental clean-up, access to the weather station, park management etc.)   

 

Thank you for your consideration of the change to the proposed boundary for the Thaidene Nene 

National Park Reserve represented by the Reliance Adjustment that would exclude the Reliance 

Administrative Area from park designations. 
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Schedule A 

Photos from the Signal Corps of the Signal Station and the trading post at Reliance 

VEU - Fort Reliance, NWT. 
 
Position: 62:45N-109:05W. Opened in July 1948 to provide weather informaiton. It was handed over to the Department of Transport on 
11 March 1959. 
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From: http://nwtandy.rcsigs.ca/stations/reliance.htm  

http://nwtandy.rcsigs.ca/stations/reliance.htm
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Schedule B 

Aeronautical Map showing the unmonitored aerodrome at Reliance 
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Schedule C 

1979 letters from NWT MP, Dave Nickerson to Mr. Luebbert and Minister for Parks Canada  
Regarding a minor change to the proposed National Park boundary to exclude Reliance 
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Schedule D 

Parks Canada 1985/86 proposal, boundary map following page excluding Reliance from proposed 

park.  
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Schedule D – cont’d (excluding Reliance has been done in the previous proposals) 
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Schedule E 

Maps (3) of lands to be excluded for the Reliance Adjustment, as indicated by the dotted line outlining 

the Reliance Administrative Area, which represents 0.38% of the land withdrawal. 
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Schedule E - cont’d 
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Schedule E – cont’d 

The Reliance Administrative Area represents 0.9% of the Proposed National Park Reserve 
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Schedule F 

GNWT Map demonstrating the area around Reliance is not of high importance for achieving ecological 

representation within the park (areas of high importance in this context are highlighted in orange). 
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Schedule G: Chamber of Mines GIS work on potential corridor routing & MERA excerpt 
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Schedule H 

Excerpt from the Arctic Institute of North America’s recent expression of interest for establishing a 

scientific research station at Reliance that is specific to excluding Reliance from Park designation 
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Schedule I 

GNWT Standing Committee on Economic Development & Infrastructure letter in support of the 

Reliance Adjustment to the GNWT Minister for ENR 
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Schedule J 

Letter from Minister to EAPOA member suggesting a solution is possible. 
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Schedule K 

Stakeholder letters in support of the Reliance Adjustment. 
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 Executive Director  
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Schedule L 

Section of the National Parks Act giving GNWT authority to determine whether the park proceeds, 

how big it is, and where the boundaries lie, before they Agree. 
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Schedule M 

Chronology of events relating to the Reliance Adjustment. 

1979 – The settlement of Reliance was proposed for exclusion from the land withdrawal for a new 

National Park. See attached letters from Hon. Dave Nickerson, MP. A close look at the old boundary lines 

shows it was just alongside the boundary of the land withdrawal area at the time. 

1985 – Parks Canada issues a revised boundary proposal in their literature to exclude the area around 

Reliance from the proposed park. See attached Parks Canada map (circa 1986) ‘Schedule D’ herein. 

2007 – A new, much larger land withdrawal is taken out, and Reliance is no longer excluded from the 

National park proposal. This expanded withdrawal area was set to expire March 31st, 2014. 

2010 – The East Arm Property Owners Association (EAPOA) is formed at an inaugural meeting in 

Reliance, NWT. It is described as a vehicle for the membership to engage on the proposed park initiative. 

2010, May – Parks Canada CEO writes to Spencer Decorby, secretary of EAPOA, committing to 

consultation on the creation of the park and its boundaries.  

2014 – The new (2007) land withdrawal is renewed for two additional years the day before devolution in 

the NWT. Subsequently, the 2007 land withdrawal is divided into areas of interest for a National Park, 

Territorial Parks, and Territorial areas set aside for mineral development. Reliance is now shown just 

inside the proposed National Park boundary despite no consultation with EAPOA. 

2015, July – GNWT holds stakeholder meetings in Yellowknife on the park. It was there that excluding 

the area around Reliance from park designation, in order to address numerous site-specific issues, was 

once again proposed, 35 years later. The Minister for ENR (present) was very receptive to the idea. 

2015, July – The East Arm Property Owners Association endorses the proposed adjustment around 

Reliance. 

2015, July – GNWT Minister for ENR instructs their chief negotiator on the file to pursue the proposed 

adjustment around Reliance. 

2015, August – Members of the property owners association, develop further detail on the proposal, 

dubbing it the Reliance Adjustment, and retain a solicitor to help articulate their position and instruct 

her to work collaboratively with the GNWT’s chief negotiator.  

2015, August – The solicitor for the property owners association sends the formal proposal for the 

Reliance Adjustment to the GNWT negotiator, as well as the Director for Protected Areas Establishment 

at Parks Canada. 

2015, September – The property owners association writes to the Chair of the GNWT Standing 

Committee on Economic Development and Infrastructure, submitting the Reliance Adjustment proposal 

for the committee’s consideration. 
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2015, September – the GNWT Standing Committee on Economic Development and Infrastructure agrees 

to support the Reliance Adjustment. The Committee Chair sends a letter to the Minister for ENR to 

indicate this support on October 8th, 2015. 

2016, January – The Northern Air Transport Association, the NWT Floatplane Association, and the NWT 

& Nunavut Chamber of Mines issue formal communications in support of the Reliance Adjustment 

(Schedule I herein). 

2016, April – The Minister for ENR (Schumann) writes to the EAPOA suggesting a solution is possible. 

2016, September - The Arctic Institute of North America approaches the GNWT (Dept. ECE) with an 

Expression of Interest for establishing a Scientific Research Station at the site of the former MOT 

Weather Station in Reliance. The document specifically calls for an adjustment to the proposed park 

boundaries to exclude Reliance & the surrounding area, in order to create a neutral administrative zone 

for the new station to operate within - just as described herein as the Reliance Adjustment. 

2016, November – The EAPOA writes to the new Minister for ENR (McLeod) after recent media quotes 

him as saying the “negotiations are in the final stages” for TDN. The Minister responds and directs the 

proponents to work with the new Chief Negotiator for TDN on the Reliance Adjustment. 

2017, January and March – The new Chief Negotiator for GNWT meets with members of the East Arm 

Property Owners Association about the Reliance Adjustment. The Chief Negotiator states that the Land 

Transfer Agreement (where the Commissioner’s Lands for the National Area of TDN will be transferred 

back to the Crown) will be signed within a matter of months – after which any adjustments to the 

boundary of the National area of TDN will no longer be likely as the agreement will contain a legal 

description of the boundaries for the National Park Reserve.   

2017, October – Parks Canada releases their consultation engagement report for the TDN establishment 

initiative. The report contains a section regarding NWT stakeholder meetings, as well as a section on 

written submissions. Although members of the EAPOA have formally met with PC on numerous 

occasions, there is no mention of the EAPOA alongside the other stakeholder groups listed. Also, 

stakeholder groups supportive of the Reliance Adjustment that were named, contain no mention of 

their support for the Reliance Adjustment in the summaries. Further, the ‘written submissions’ section 

of the report contains no mention of, or link to, the Reliance Adjustment proposal despite having 

formally sent it to the Director of the Establishment Branch of PC 2-1/2 years earlier, with receipt 

acknowledged at that time.  

2017, November 17th – The EAPOA writes to the Director of the Establishment Branch at PC to inquire 

about having been totally omitted from their consultation engagement report, and to ask a few basic 

questions about the establishment process. To date, (March 6th, 2018) there has been no response to 

our letter. 

2018, January – The NWT & Nunavut Chamber of Mines uses GIS mapping to determine the best routing 

for a corridor from Great Slave Lake to the known geological deposits in the eastern extremity of the 

NWT (Thelon geological basin). This work is shown in Schedule G herein. The results indicate that 

departing from Reliance is the shortest route and traverses the least amount of TDN by half the distance 

as other alternative departure points.   
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Schedule N 

Executive Summary of the Reliance Adjustment 
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Schedule O: Barge Landing & Aircraft at Reliance, NWT 
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Canada Day at Reliance 
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Schedule P: Parks Canada CEO Commitment to consult on Boundaries 

 


